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Previous results: Existence and uniqueness of initial value problem 
       with Dirichlet’s boundary conditions 
S.A. Lorca, J.L. Boldrini,  Stationary solutions for  generalized 
Boussinesq models, J. Diferential Equations 124 (2), (1996). 
Goal:  To obtain strong estimates:       for the velocity,         for  
 the temperature and consequently, existence of regular 
 reproductive solution 
Difficulties: Time reproductive condition 
         Nonlinear diffusion 
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From viscosity term 
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 5. Some comments and open problems  
Periodicity for a nematic liquid 
crystal model 
 6. Periodicity for a nematic liquid crystal model 
Solid state 
Liquid state 
Temperature: 
random order 
molecules 
- 
+ 
Cristal liquid: 
optical characteristics of a liquid(anisotropic) 
electro-magnetics characteristics of solid 
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Isotropic phase Nematic phase 
Average direction: d 
Chiral nematic phase 
Smetic phase Chiral Smetic phase 
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Ericksen-Leslie version: 
 6. Periodicity for a nematic liquid crystal model 
Previous results:  Existence of reproductive weak solution for a 
                 nematic liquid crystal model.   
                 N=2 periodic solution 
B. Climent Ezquerra, F. Guillén González, M. Rojas Medar;  
Reproductivity for a nematic liquid crystal model, Z. Angew Math. 
Phys. (to appear) 
Goal:  To obtain strong estimates:       for the velocity,         for  
 the orientation vector and consequently, existence of periodic               
 solution 
Difficulties: Time reproductive condition 
         Constraint 
                   Time dependent boundary conditions 
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